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ABSTRACT
Objective: To evaluate glucose tolerance patterns in pregnant ladies undergoing 2-hour oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT) for comparing fasting, 1-hour, 2-hour post-glucose load results, HbA1c, sum of all glucose readings with and
without gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) using International Association of the Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Group
(IADPSG) diagnostic criteria.
Study Design: Cross-sectional analysis.
Place and Duration of Study: PNS Hafeez, Naval Hospital, Islamabad, from January 2016 to July 2017.
Methodology: For 280 evaluated subjects reporting in mid-pregnancy for OGTT, results were segregated into four groups
based upon comparison of 2-hour glucose result with 1-hour glucose. Group-1 2-hour results drop being >2.0 mmol/L
than1-hour results, group-2 with 2-hour result between <2.0 to >0.5 mmol/L than peak at 1-hour, and group-3 with either
2-hour glucose drop being <0.5mmol/L or >1-hour results. Further, the ROC curve analysis was performed to compare the
AUC for fasting plasma glucose, 1-hour post OGTT result, 2-hour post-OGTT result, factor additive of all OGTT readings
and HbA1c.
Results: There was a progressive rise in HbA1c from group-1 to group-3 (p<0.001). Area under curve (AUC) for various
diagnostic parameters for diagnosing GDM for additive value of all glucose results was 0.962 (95% CI: 0.935-0.988), 0.881
(95% CI: 0.818-0944) for plasma glucose at 2-hour, for plasma glucose at 1-hour 0.898 (95% CI: 0.0.842-0.954), 0.831
(95% CI: 0.0.762-0.901) for fasting plasma glucose and 0.668 (95% CI: 0.0.578-0.759) for HbA1c (p<0.001).
Conclusion: Pregnant ladies demonstrating poor tolerance to glucose at 2-hour were observed to have higher HbA1c
levels.
Key Words: Gestational diabetes mellitus, 2-hour OGTT, Glucose tolerance, International association of the diabetes and pregnancy
study group (IADPSG) diagnostic criteria, Glycemic index, HbA1c.

INTRODUCTION
International Association of the Diabetes and Pregnancy
Study Group (IADPSG) diagnostic criteria defines
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) in pregnant ladies
as hyperglycemia detected for the first time according to
certain cut-offs of plasma glucose at fasting (5.1 mmol/L)
and post-glucose load results at 1-hour (10.0 mmol/L)
and then 2-hour (7.8 mmol/L).1 These cut-offs, glucose
loads, and number of testings have been varying since
the inception of GDM screening.2-4
There are few issues with diagnostic testing of GDM after
glucose loading, which needs to be appreciated while
classifying subjects with GDM or non-GDM. Firstly, body
mass index (BMI) can be a major factor while glucose
loading among pregnant ladies as subjects with higher
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BMI can have false negative result and vice versa.5
Weiss et al. suggested 100 or 75 gram glucose loading to
be adjusted by a mathematical factor to have agreement
between different strategies.6 Others have suggested
different glucose loading criteria to reduce variability in
results among pregnant ladies.7,8 Secondly, glucose
absorption rates suffer from intra-subject bias among
subjects as highlighted by Vogt et al.9 Chai et al.
highlighted very high inter-individual biological variability
for oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) in comparison to
HbA1c and fasting plasma glucose, due to differences in
rates of glucose absorption resulting leading to show
glucose peaks at different timings.10 Furthermore, 1-hour
testing requirement has already been obviated in nonpregnant subjects.11
Alongside, there is data to support that 2-hour glucose
results are more associated with higher cardiovascular
disease (CVD) risks.12 Asian population has been shown
to be at more risk of both diabetes mellitus along with
CVD in comparison to their Caucasian counterparts.13
The average height and BMI also differ among the
European and sub-continental population, which is also
associated with higher incidence of diabetes among the
Asians.14 Molecular data pertaining to Asian population
cohort have also suggested specific polymorphisms
predisposing to the risk of GDM.15,16 Keeping the
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aforementioned controversies in GDM diagnosis, the
authors aimed to evaluate glucose tolerance patterns in
pregnant ladies undergoing 2-hour OGTT for comparing
fasting, 1-hour, 2-hour post-glucose load results, HbA1c,
sum of all glucose readings with and without GDM using
IADPSG diagnostic criteria.

METHODOLOGY
This cross-sectional study was conducted at the
Departments of Pathology and Gynecology, PNS
Hafeez, Islamabad, with patient sampling started from
January 2016 to July 2017 after formal approval of the
project by the Hospital's Ethical Review Committee.
Pregnant ladies in mid-pregnancy were requested to
volunteer for participation into the study. After initial
verbal approval and explanation of OGTT, study nature,
protocols, probable side effects, and requirements of
serial testing, they were requested to come as per
American Diabetic Association (ADA) defined definition
of fasting. Subjects who reported formally for study were
enrolled at the Department of Pathology and were
interviewed for related history and explanation of
sampling, analytical process and data used for research
purpose followed by a signed written consent on a
structured format. Subjects who had known diabetes,
hypertension, and related chronic or acute medical
conditions or were taking drugs other than iron or folate
supplements. Twenty more subjects, who could not
complete tests, were also excluded due to their inability
to tolerate glucose load, vomiting, sampling collection
issues and could not turn up for the re-analysis.

Data was initially entered into Excel programme and
later moved to SPSS. Descriptive statistics for subjects
were calculated using SPSS descriptive statistics.
Comparisons among three groups based upon 2-hour
post-glucose load test in comparison to 1-hour reading
were compared using one-way ANOVA. Subjects having
GDM or otherwise as per IADPSG criteria were
compared first for the differences between each level of
glucose, i.e., fasting, 1-hour, and 2-hour glucose readings
by using independent sample test. Evaluating area
under the curve (AUC) for all parameters including
HbA1c, fasting plasma glucose, 1-hour plasma glucose,
2-hour plasma glucose, and the additive value of all three
glucose results was calculated through ROC analysis.
The aforementioned OGTT based 3 results (fasting,
1-hour and 2-hour glucose results) based upon plasma
glycemic patterns were evaluated for association with
glycation status by one-way ANOVA.

RESULTS
Average age among our subjects were 28.26 +4.83
years with average BMI of 28.66 (+4.82) with systolic
blood pressure 103.41 +6.90 and diastolic blood
pressure of 75.06 +5.98 mm of Hg. Mean parity status
was 3.08 +1.77, with 1.36 +1.25 children, and abortions
0.17 +0.65. Table I shows the differences between fasting
plasma glucose, 1-hour and 2-hour results among
subjects with or without GDM at the given specified cut-

OGTT was performed as per the IADPSG criteria.1 Fasting
specimen was accompanied by more tests including
glycated hemoglobin. Blood was collected in Na-Fluoride
bottle for plasma glucose, plain bottle for serum ALT and
EDTA tube for glycated hemoglobin and hemoglobin. We
used Selctra-ProM for measuring glucose (GPO-PAP
method) and ALT. HbA1c was measured by chemiluminescent microparticle immunoassay (CMIA) on
ARCHITECT iSystem, Abbot diagnostics.
Subjects were divided out subjects based upon 2-hour
results into three groups as: group-1 = post glucose load
2-hour glycemia <2.0 mmol/L than peak at 1-hour;
group-2 = post glucose load 2-hour glycemia <1.5
mmol/L than peak at 1-hour; and group-3 = post-glucose
load 2-hour glycemia <0.5 mmol/L than peak at 1-hour or
>1-hour results.

Figure 1: Differences in HbA1c results based upon groups based upon
glucose load tolerance by one way ANOVA (n=280).

Table I: Differences between fasting plasma glucose, glucose result at 1- and 2-hour among subjects with or without GDM at specified cut-off at
each level.
Parameter

GDM diagnostic groups

N

Mean

Std. Dev

Fasting plasma glucose (mmol/L)

Gestational diabetes mellitus diagnosed

50

5.37

1.59

Gestational diabetes mellitus not diagnosed

230

4.10

0.53

Fasting plasma glucose at 1-hour (mmol/L)

Gestational diabetes mellitus diagnosed

50

10.67

3.22

Gestational diabetes mellitus not diagnosed

230

6.71

1.50

Fasting plasma glucose at 2-hour (mmol/L)

Gestational diabetes mellitus diagnosed

50

8.88

3.41

Gestational diabetes mellitus not diagnosed

230

5.57

1.10
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Finally, recent recommendations from NICE (UK) and
NIH (USA) have not supported the IADPSG criteria and
do not include 1-hour testing for GDM screening. 20-22
The second aspect, which our study has highlighted, is
AUC for diagnosing subjects with GDM to be highest for
combined sum of all the plasma glucose results during
OGTT. While one glucose reading may or may not cross
a borderline in random to compromise test efficiency, the
combined utility of all values included within AUC cannot
be undermined; and this concept may improve the
diagnostic performance of OGTT. Corrado et al. have
made use of AUC in suggesting screening for GDM.23
Similar evidence can also be found where area under
the curve have been calculated to help diagnose GDM
by incorporating multiple other factors.24

Figure 2: AUC for various diagnostic parameters for diagnosing gestational
diabetes mellitus as: AUC for additive value of all glucose results = 0.962
(95% CI: 0.935-0.988), AUC for plasma glucose results at 2-hour = 0.881
(95% CI: 0.818-0944), AUC for plasma glucose results at 1-hour = 0.898
(95% CI: 0.0.842-0.954), AUC for fasting plasma glucose = 0.831 (95% CI:
0.0.762-0.901) AUC for HbA1c = 0.668 (95% CI: 0.0.578-0.759), (p<0.001).

offs. Figure 1 shows the results of three glucose readings
during fasting, 1-hour and 2-hour during an OGTT, which
indicated significant differences across all three readings.
Figure 2 shows AUC for various diagnostic parameters
for diagnosing gestational diabetes mellitus as being
highest for additive value of all glucose results = 0.962
(95% CI: 0.935-0.988), to lowest for HbA1c = 0.668 (95%
CI: 0.0.578-0.759), (p<0.001).

DISCUSSION
The study has highlighted two important aspects: Firstly,
it was able to demonstrate that pregnant subjects who
may not show a result crossing the given IADPSG
cut-off still merit consideration due to possible low
tolerance of that glucose load in that specific patient. So,
a patient demonstrating slighter higher or showing a
minimal drop by two hours in her plasma glucose, could
have altered tendency towards glucose tolerance due to
the stronger association between delayed glucose
tolerance and raised glycation status as highlighted in
our study. Though data may not be specific to GDM, it is
available regarding delayed tolerance in GDM, still
literature search yields indirectly provide evidence to
support the present findings.9,12,17 In the view of the
authors, such a scenario can also happen in cases with
GDM, with worst HbA1c profiles in subjects having
delayed rise or minimal drop in plasma glucose at 2-hour
interval. Though literature review on the subject is quite
variable with different screening modalities and cutoffs,8,11 still 2-hour glucose result is more depictive of
poor glucose tolerance as evident by some research.13,18,19

Certain limitations to the generalisability of this study
results need to be acknowledged: Firstly, this crosssectional design was resource- and time-bound to follow
these patients till pregnancy to associate maternal and
fetal outcomes. Furthermore, like all cross-sectional
studies this effort has been able to raise pertinent
questions including utility of 1-hour result in OGTT, the
concept of glucose tolerance rather than sampling
climbing the cut-offs, and most significantly pertinent
cut-offs for the Pakistani population.
Provided the limitations mentioned above, it is believed
that the study is clinically important in providing regional
pattern of glucose tolerance among pregnant subjects.
The concept of given cut-offs to be more effective for the
local population was also questioned, as slightly less
glycemic tolerant subjects at 2-hour and subjects who
showed delayed hyperglycemic peak, albeit not touching
the IADPSG cut-offs were proven to have higher HbA1c
levels, thus indicating a phenomenon which requires to
be replicated through further well-controlled randomised
trials in the Pakistani population.

CONCLUSION
Highest levels of HbA1c were in subjects who demonstrated a delayed 2-hour post-glucose load peak. The
additive sum of all glucose readings showed the highest
AUC for diagnosis of gestational diabetes followed by
1-hour and 2-hour glucose results.
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